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VISITORS’ LIST (Attachment 1) 

AGENDA (Attachment 2) 

COMMITTEE ACTION

CALL TO ORDER and ROLL CALL

00:00:04

00:01:09

00:01:53

Rep. Hunter called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. The secretary called roll.
(Attachment 3)

Rep. Hunter gave an overview of the agenda.

The participants that were present at the table: Melissa Lewis, Charter 
Communications; Aaron Pruitt, MontanaPBS; Gordy Higgins, Operations 
Manager, LSD; Susan Fox, Executive Director, LSD; Jaret Coles, Staff Attorney; 
K'Lynn Sloan Harris, Audio Video Coordinator,LSD; Barbara Martin, Vice Chair, 
Helena Civic Television; and Chuck Butler, President, Helena Civic Television.

HCTV CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
00:03:24 Susan Fox said that following the meeting between Rep. Hunter and the HCTV

board members, she sent an inquiry outlining the areas of the contract. The
Legislative Services Division received a counterproposal from HCTV yesterday,
and because Todd Everts is out of town, that counterproposal has not been
reviewed in detail but will be reviewed early next week.

00:03:55 Rep. Hunter said that members of the subcommittee have been forwarded a
copy. There are quite a few points raised by HCTV that will take some looking
into. HCTV has provided some language that can be used for a gray bill put
together by Ms. Fox, which would be useful for him to review.

00:04:37 Ms. Fox said that LSD has received the sole source justification approval from
the Department of Administration Procurement Bureau along with additional
boilerplate language that can be added to the contract. She will be able to pull all
the different parts together and know exactly which pieces of the contract are
under discussion.

00:05:40 Sen. Sesso asked about drafting language about expectations and
accountability. The goal is to eliminate any confusion or misunderstandings that
we have at this time and to avoid that in the future. This is a partnership and
sometimes when there is a partnership, assumptions are made that at the end of
the day have to manifest themselves in actual business when there is a dispute.
We have to be a little more precise in the contract with respect to assignment,
utilization of resources, and to make it clear who is responsible when there is
change in the scope of the work, that there is early notice, that there's a
decision-making protocol that is set forth in the contract, and approvals are
secured in advance. When dealing with a nonprofit organization, things have to
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be retooled and reviewed. As we proceed with a new contract, we should try to
make sure that the lessons learned from the last year and before that, are
incorporated so we can avoid any kind of misunderstanding.

GETTING THE TVMT SIGNAL TO THE PUBLIC

00:09:32

00:11:09

00:12:18

00:12:56

00:13:30

00:14:29

00:14:37

00:15:32

00:16:23

K'Lynn Sloan Harris, Audio Video Coordinator, gave a presentation on how 
Montana receives the television signal. (Exhibit 1)

Ms. Fox discussed the memo from Eric Hyyppa, MontanaPBS. (Exhibit 2) 

Ms. Sloan Harris added that in terms of our television signal, the signal goes out 
over the air with MontanaPBS and through cable with our main provider, Charter 
Communications. Most households in Montana that subscribe to some sort of 
television are able to reach us in that manner.

Rep. Hunter said that we have the technical stuff here in the building, we're 
filming the floor sessions, we're filming committee meetings, what happens from 
that point. How does Charter or PBS acquire what we have so they can get it to 
their viewers?

Ms. Sloan Harris said that in a general sense, we broadcast the signal out of this 
building; we send it over fiber to our satellite, and it goes to the headend. In 
cable terms, the headend is the place that takes a signal coming from 
somewhere and then puts it out. For instance, Charter's headend brings in 
programming information from different areas and puts them out on one service.

Melissa Lewis, Charter Communications, said that she would describe the 
headend as a gathering and distribution facility.

Ms. Sloan Harris said that we send one general line out of this building, one 
general signal that goes to the headend, and from there it goes on a fiber feed to 
certain places and through satellite feed to certain places. The satellite feed 
goes up in the sky, comes back, and translators pick it up and use their own 
satellite equipment and broadcast it straight from there.

Aaron Pruitt, MontanaPBS, said that they rely on Charter's feed. Charter is 
delivering it statewide on the backbone of their cable transmission system. We in 
Bozeman pick that up and retransmit from our Bozeman master control and then 
it goes out to all of our transmitters from there. 

Ms. Lewis said that she has specific language which reads, the transmission 
system that is currently in place entails a terrestrial or land ground fiber transport 
of the television signal from a production center inside the state capitol building. 
That goes to a fixed satellite uplink site, first to the headend and to a satellite 
uplink site on the Montana State University campus in Bozeman. Thereafter, the 
signal is beamed to a satellite and received back on earth at approximately 50
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cable headend sites where it is allocated to a TV channel in every service area
provided by the cable provider, Charter. As an option, currently there is fiber
connecting the capitol building to Charter's headend in Helena and then it goes
out to Charter subscribers and others that pick up that signal. If the state would
like to cable cast TVMT from the capitol directly, that is possible, and no pre-
work would be required on Charter's part to establish such a path. If the
committee would like more information, she would be happy to arrange a
meeting with the appropriate people at Charter who can provide a more detailed,
street-level view of what that would look like.

00:18:03 Rep. Hunter said that it would be useful to learn about that. He asked if TVMT
Channel 191 is a single broadcast network or are there different ways that that
goes to folks in different communities?

00:18:38 Ms. Lewis said that the majority of Charter subscribers receive TVMT on their
televisions. In most instances, that channel is viewed on Channel 191 that was
part of Charter's investment in Montana. Approximately two years ago, that
channel was put in a fixed location so that viewers can find it easily. The
infrastructure in place is a combination from fiber in this Helena region, and then
satellite in the more rural parts of the state. Once the signal is transported to the
head end facility in both Bozeman and Billings, there is then an uplink to satellite
that can be picked up by PBS and other ISPs or internet service providers and
carried on to their customers. That's the piece that is difficult to obtain specific
information about.

00:20:40 Mr. Pruitt said that MontanaPBS gets their direct link from Charter at their mass
control because they do have a connection to Charter to distribute MontanaPBS
statewide. TVMT on MontanaPBS, on one of our subchannels looks a little bit
different. They actually put a graphic around TVMT for the viewers to understand
what it is what they are watching and how it's being delivered to them by
MontanaPBS.

00:22:23 Rep. Hunter said that it would be useful that we put together a more in depth
description of the delivery, incorporating some of the information that we've
heard today so that the broader committee and subsequent councils can have a
fuller understanding of how this works.

LESSONS LEARNED -- HOW TO PROTECT THE ABILITY TO GET TVMT SIGNAL OUT

00:23:45 Rep. Hunter said that we are finding ourselves in the situation where we don't
have a contract for the production and broadcast services. In terms of  our need
to provide the signal, our need to provide coverage to the populace of Montana
who have come to appreciate and want this service, what are some things that
one might say in terms of lessons that we need to think about at this point.

00:24:12 Ms. Fox said that the statutes, in some ways, may not provide the assurances
that we can actually do what we need to do in getting our broadcast and
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coverage out to the Montana public. The representatives here at the table have
said that we need to analyze the statutes and make sure that we have that ability
to work with all of our partners and make some decisions in the broader picture
so that we can improve our signals and get more or better coverage out in the
state and work with all our partners to make sure that we can get the Montana
Legislature and other governmental affairs in front of the public. In addition, our
system has been integrated to the extent that we use the audio as our official
record and at some point it may become more feasible to use an audio/video
product as our official record instead of just audio. The public records law include
media of all types, including our electronic media. That is something that was
never contemplated at the beginning of TVMT making sure that what we are
recording is archived for posterity and to meet the public records laws. It is time
to make sure that we have the capability to continue any activities and to make
sure our signal gets to our partners and out to all the citizens of Montana who
are the taxpayers that are helping make the investments into the infrastructure in
the State Capitol.

00:27:07 Sen. Barrett said that she was reviewing the statutes and they need to be
revamped. She asked if LSD has sent out RFPs every year.

00:27:28 Ms. Fox said that the most recent time that LSD went out for requests for
proposals for the video services was in 2011. The state procurement laws do
allow you to renew that contract within a 10-year period. We have done two
contract renewals and we were on to our third contract renewal, but we can in
fact do that request for proposals at any time.

00:28:17 Mr. Pruitt said that MontanaPBS continues to be excited about delivering TVMT
to Montana viewers. They are committed to future carriage of TVMT on
MontanaPBS and will continue to save space for it, and hopefully to deliver even
a better product.

00:29:18 Rep. Hunter asked Mr. Pruitt if there were any financial considerations with
MontanaPBS providing this programming, between you and Charter or between
you and any other entity.

00:29:38 Mr. Pruitt said that they do not have any transactions going on between them
and Charter or TVMT or anyone else.

00:30:06 Sen. Sesso reiterated his opening comments. Many times that when a
partnership develops over a long period of time, things change. It's always good
to go back and review those things. We have an opportunity now with the
renewal of this contract to shore up some of the things that got us in a
disagreement.

  
00:31:33 Rep. Hunter said that we have had a partnership that has worked well for many

years, and yet we did find ourselves at impasse with the inability other than on a
limited basis with our own staff to get a signal out. That gives him pause for the
future, and we have to have as a Legislature, some kind of ability to guarantee
that signal going out to the public. It could be a statutory change, there might be
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other mechanisms available, but on a long-term basis can we leave ourselves in
a place where there's no other place to go when a sole source vendor and the
state cannot agree to terms?

FUTURE PRIORITIZATION FOR DECISION-MAKING REGARDING PROGRAMMING AND
BROADCASTING

00:32:59 Rep. Hunter asked Ms. Sloan Harris to discuss "what has been happening up to
now in terms of decision-making" and "where might we go in the future".

00:33:22 Ms. Sloan Harris described the coverage by TVMT for the session and the
interim. TVMT has been committed in the last couple of interims to cover every
interim committee meeting and most subcommittee meetings from start to finish.
There is the question now that we have a lot of other agencies are choosing to
meet in the building. We are directed by our mission to cover other agencies and
all three branches of government. First and foremost, it is our intention to give
legislative hearings the first crack at coverage and putting it live on our channel
at the same time.

00:37:38 Rep. Hunter asked for more discussion for the interim in terms of the interplay
with decision-making and feedback to the contractor in terms of when you had to
make decisions about things.

00:38:13 Ms. Sloan Harris said that they would come up with the schedule that would be
emailed about once a week showing activities on the "interim calendar". Interim
committee meetings are scheduled in advance and rarely change. She works
with the people who schedules the hearing rooms. She would provide the
contractor a list of all of the activities. Very rarely are any requests turned down.

00:39:24 Ms. Fox said that to make a distinction, Ms. Sloan Harris is talking about the
actual recording of the video, which is one set of decision-making and
scheduling. There is a second set about broadcast. She asked Ms. Sloan Harris
to discuss the broadcast portion.

00:39:43 Ms. Sloan Harris said that the tasks that we are charged with as state
broadcasting is the live programming that is happening and then recording the
programming for later. There are times that the contractor was able to bring us
other content which added more value to our TV channel. But it did not seem like
the Legislative Services Division had a lot of say in the content that came
elsewhere. We have always asked for information on what was going to be put
out over the TV channel. In good faith, we trusted that the right decisions would
be made but there were just a handful of times that the wishes of the Legislative
Services Division were not what ended up happening.

00:40:58 Rep. Hunter asked the committee what the problem is that we are trying to solve
here? He has heard in large part, at least during session, there are few issues
where there is a need for an external level of review or external decision-making
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process. He is trying to hone in on what is it exactly we need to do that's not
being done today. What is the flaw in the process that needs to be corrected?

00:41:37 Ms. Fox said that LSD would like more input on the broadcast end of things. The
Legislative Council talked about what is the capacity to add additional legislative
programming. The contractor had said that that is the place where we have
some discretion. There is the 15% of the amount of time that the contractor is
providing content, where LSD could be providing its own content. Then there is
also the broadcast decisions of what is the live broadcast, which ones are taped
for later broadcast. LSD could provide some helpful input in the scheduling. The
other thing is, there is no programming schedule or broadcast schedule where
you can click and get a list of what's on now and what's on at six o'clock. We
don't have that capability. If we can plan ahead and have input on the broadcast
portion of that, then we can also provide some advance notice to the viewers of
future programming and benefit everyone.

00:44:37 Sen. Barrett agreed about some kind of scheduling so we know what's on and
when.

00:44:49 Rep. Knudsen said that everything that he had concerns about has been
expressed.

 
00:44:59 Rep. Hunter asked if Ms. Fox and Ms. Sloan Harris have proposals of things they

might like to see incorporated into this system, or a method by which we could
get together and do those kinds of forward looking, mapping things out.

00:45:17 Ms. Fox said that Ms. Sloan Harris and Gordy Higgins have worked on some
proposed schedules but have not gotten to the development of proposed
language. We were intending to draft language but before we could do that we
received a counterproposal. There were some elements that we had proposed in
the past of shared reporting formats. We have some samples but they are not as
detailed as what you see on cable or in the newspaper TV schedules. Because
interim committee meetings generally last for a full day, it would be "what is
showing up at 8:00 or 9:00" and "what would be shown in the evening".

00:46:29 Gordy Higgins, Operations Manager, said that we do have some samples that
Ms. Sloan Harris has put together and is an informal nature of how we've done
business in the past. What needs to be laid out there is part of the discussions
that we have put forward with the contract renewal is to work with any contractor
and to formalize how it is that we're going to make these kinds of decisions in a
way that if someone leaves, we will have a mechanism out there to be able to
hand this off to the next person. We need to be able to respond effectively to
requests that we get both from our other contractor providers, members of the
public, and primarily have a collaborative discussion and a single source of
contact.  When we see people, legislators, or special interest groups or lobbyists
who are asking us to do certain things and if we don't have a mechanism by
which to make some of those decisions, somebody will find themselves on the
outside looking in, which is primarily an interim issue. Just being able to
formalize that discussion in a way that is still collaborative, we can't do this on
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our own. Obviously we need the partnerships that we have to be able to help us
make these kinds of the decisions.

00:52:30 Rep. Hunter said that as he has listened to this discussion, he has come up with
a couple of things in terms of concrete desires of folks. One is some kind of
forward looking guide to what's going to be broadcast, some mechanism by
which we can look out in the near future and provide to the viewers some sense
of what's coming at what time on TVMT. He heard the idea of a single point of
contact where all requests are funneled through one place. Those two
mechanisms go hand in glove if we're going to have that kind of ability to look
forward about making decisions about what's going to be put on. We have
alluded to the concept of rationing of service. Part of the contract negotiations
deal with how much can be produced given the fiscal constraints of the contract
and if there are more requests for programming than are there, how do we
resolve that dilemma, what decisions get made about what's shown and what's
not, what's filmed and what's not. While it has not been directly mentioned, that
does lead to the question of programming that's on TVMT that is not on our
dime, and do we feel like we need to have any say about that or is it a matter of
just making sure that there's the right blending of the content that we are paying
for and the content we're not. 

00:54:13 Sen. Sesso asked, who breaks the tie? We have to be clear on that. The
Legislature appropriated the money, the Legislature has an expectation that they
get to break the tie as it relates to what is covered relative to legislative business.
The other issue is, if another user, whether it's the courts or the executive branch
or nongovernmental agency wants access in time, there are mechanisms to
decide, "you gotta pay to play". We're paying to play, to provide this service, we
expect to have a say and actually be the ultimate decision-maker.

00:56:18 Sen. Barrett asked Ms. Lewis if it would be possible or affordable for the state to
have its own channel and if there are other states have their own channels.

00:56:51 Ms. Lewis said that she is not prepared to answer that today and would have to
consult with Charter and provide a response to that question.

00:57:28 Rep. Hunter said that given the Senator's statement about the final decision-
making, that brings his list to five of issues. He has heard from the comments of
the other leaders that we agree with those points, that we agree that some kind
of scheduling mechanism makes sense where we could look in advance; single
point of contact makes sense; the collaborative decision-making that has been in
the case in the past continues to make sense with some ability to add these
other components. He said he would like to ask the other leaders, who gets to
make requests if Ms. Sloan Harris is our single point of contact and all things go
through her or her office. Right now we have committee chairmen who go down
and do that. We probably have folks from the lobbying arena that make those
requests. Do we have concerns about the numbers or types of people who are
able to go in and say, hey, here is something that I want to have covered?

00:58:51 Sen. Barrett said that until we started this discussion, she did not know who
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decided and didn't know that other legislators made those requests. To date, she
has not had a problem with what's been chosen.

00:59:26 Rep. Hunter said that he has heard complaints that there are multiple things
happening in a single day and everything can't get covered. He believed that the
system that has been place is working well. The ability to be a little more forward
looking and to provide more ability to look ahead for the viewing public is a big
point. He said that the discussion that is taking place in the contract negotiations
to move us to these points is the right discussion to have. He asked Ms. Fox if
she has gotten enough advice or guidance from the Advisory Council on that
point, and if so, we can do something more formal.

          
01:00:41 Ms. Fox said that she is clear on this but wants to make sure that the partners

are also clear on that. The intention is to follow this path based on the past
meeting they had and she is clear on how to handle this. 

01:01:30 Rep. Hunter asked Chuck Butler and Barbara Martin if they have heard anything
today that gives them pause in terms of the direction that the Council is providing
to Ms. Fox and the desires that have been expressed today.

01:01:42 Chuck Butler said that nothing he has said gives him pause. He would say that
the HCTV Board regrets that they have gotten to this point. They wished they
hadn't. The board is committed to seeing that we work things out and he
understands everything that's been said. The overall concept and the points that
have been made are all good points that members of this committee has made.
He knows that there is this concern by members of our staff about the word
"control" and that word hasn't been used by anyone here today over the
programming or the content. In fact there have been compliments expressed by
the LSD staff and by the chair and Sen. Sesso. There is a bit of frustration but he
believed that things can be worked out. He said the people need to understand
the definition of some words.

01:04:09 Barbara Martin asked about some of the concerns and capabilities of service and
she would like to know for future references, what is the role of the
subcommittee as we go forward.

01:04:40 Rep. Hunter said that we have gotten to a place with our system where as Sen.
Sesso described it, we are in a mature relationship. Some of the assumptions
that brought us here, some of the building and the ground work that brought us
here, maybe it is time to reassess where we are at. This has grown from
something very small to an institution where people across the state rely on.
They look forward to seeing the content, it's important to them, it's become
important to the Legislature. The role of the Council for him is to help work on
the long-term broad issues about the broadcast service to Montanans. This
group could have a role in the area where money and programming impact one
another. Getting Legislative Council involved should be the last resort. 

01:07:26 Sen. Barrett said that she was there from the beginning and she is the one who
brought it to Legislative Council that this needed to be looked at. We have not
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had enough details for quite some time but was seeing a bigger and bigger bill.
As the people who paid the bill, we need to be involved, maybe not leadership
and advisory and if we give the right language we can bow out again. We need
the details and we need a contract that works with our partners and we also
need to keep up-to-date on technology.

01:09:10 Rep. Knudsen said that the TVMT provides an essential service to the state and
he wants to see that continue. To answer the question, what does he see this
committee doing in the future? Hopefully we get this dispute resolved. He has
concerns that it got to this point to begin with and the Legislative Council had to
step in and intervene, but the fact is, that's where we are. He wants to see this
get resolved and then at that point this subcommittee can fade back and things
can continue amicably and with a good, well defined contract, which is the key.
We have to get rid of ambiguities and we have to get rid of nonspecifics in the
contract.

01:10:24 Rep. Hunter said that we are at the point where we are at the end of the list
agenda. We have a tour of the room, but we might dispense with the tour and
reschedule the tour when more members are around and maybe for the
Legislative Council.             

Public Comment
01:10:58 Chuck Butler, President, HCTV, extended an invitation to attend the annual

meeting of Helena Civic Television on October 13, at the HCTV studio. He said
that for the record, HCTV's Executive Director would have attended this meeting
but she was out of town. Geoff Feiss and Mike Murray wanted Mr. Butler to
express their appreciation for having been invited. He said that he will report
what has been expressed by members of the Council, LSD staff, Ms. Lewis, and
Mr. Pruitt to the HCTV board. The suggestion of a gray bill would be helpful, as
would a meeting with the HVTV's executive director and Barbara Martin, the
Board's representative.

01:14:33 Mr. Pruitt thanked the subcommittee for the invite to the meeting.

01:15:27 Ms. Lewis said that Charter is committed to helping the state of Montana expand
TVMT to its customers across the state.

01:16:45 Rep. Hunter asked if there is anything that should have been discussed that was
not discussed. There are two processes that will flow out from here. We have the
negotiation process that is ongoing. The one other piece is going back to the
lessons learned and how to protect the ability to get the signal out. In terms of
direction to staff, he asked Ms. Fox to put something together on what steps we
need to consider in doing that. 

01:18:41 Sen. Barrett said, regarding scheduling requests, instead of those requests
coming from lobbyists, the public, and legislators, we need to narrow that down
and perhaps it could be one contact person, Ms. Sloan Harris, working with the
chairman of the standing committees during the session, working with the
chairman of the interim committees, and then if the public or lobbyists have any
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input, they could go to the chairman and the chairman can pass that on.

01:19:48 Rep. Hunter said that he would like to float the potential for another meeting via
phone, maybe in the week of October 17. If we have concluded contract
negotiations by then, then we don't need to do anything. In the event that we
need to be a part of that process, he would at least like to suggest the potential
of a meeting in that week from the 17th through the 21st.

01:20:36 Sen. Barrett said that she has a conflict on the 17th.

TVMT TOUR IN ROOM 1
No tour of Room 1 was conducted.

ADJOURNMENT
01:21:40 With no further business before the committee, Rep. Hunter adjourned the

meeting at 2:25 p.m.
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